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A Hale and Hearty Hello
With the weather switching to spring we are getting a few more
shooters out of hibernation. We should also be seeing our Snowbirds
coming back to their summer homes. While we might see our
attendance numbers go up we also will have a number of our
members heading out to shoots out of the area. So maybe we’ll come
out even.
A

Strange financial news: The April shooters fees would have covered
the monthly rent , if we were paying rent. This hasn’t happened in
awhile.
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Wild Bunch
I’ll start with a quote from a well known movie;
“What we got here is failure to communicate” 12 bonus points if you
came name the movie.
At the HPD shoot I was made aware that our web site didn’t have the
match info for the State Wild Bunch Championship in September. The
SASS list of annual and State shoots did. I was asked when did we
switch monthly Wild Bunch shoot days and having a match every
month. And was informed no one knew about the April WB shoot.
I offered up that we had been announcing the day shift, providing
monthly shoots, and the monthly shoot dates at the shooters
meetings.
I checked when I got home and our website had not been updated
with the day shift. My fault.
Last week I got a long E mail from a member criticizing the Wild
Bunch communication. How he had spoken with 5 sort of regular Wild
Bunch shooters and none of them knew about the day change, going
monthly, or the shoot in April. They had a number of issues that they
thought needed to be addressed.
Last week Jackpot Jerry updated our website for the State match and
the monthly WB shoots. Our registration flyer is now downloadable. I
posted on the SASS WB forum about our State match and attached
our registration form. Now our website and the SASS WB site has the
info. The State match has been listed on the SASS shoot list since
last fall with my name and number,,,,no calls.

I went back to our newsletters to see what we posted about the WB
monthly matches;
January; We confirmed going to the Saturday before the HPD match
for the monthly WB match. This was done, as presented at the
shooters meetings, to allow members who shoot both WB and Long
Range the opportunity to do so. And that we were going to have a
WB match in March.
February; Announced the March monthly WB match.
March; Announced the WB monthly match in April. I was told the
announcement was too short. Including the stages and round count
would be better. We will do it if we can.
If members aren’t retaining what is said at the shooters meetings, or
published in the newsletters I haven’t a clue how to fix that. All I can
offer is listen and please read the newsletters.
I’ve been trying to help Flannigan with the WB efforts. He’s new to
this and hasn’t managed events like this before. No one stepped up
to do this when asked. Or offered any help to him. Flannigan stepped
forward and is trying to catch up with everything needing done.
Please be patient with him.
To the WB shooters, if you have any ideas on improving
communication or setting up the matches your ideas would be most
welcome.
El Jeffe Supremo
Ike

Next monthly Wild Bunch Shoot;
Saturday, April 30, 2022. Shooters meeting
at 9:00 am.

Howdy all,
First off, let me apologize for the lack of
communication over the April Wild Bunch match. I
was out of town and completely forgot about it when
I got a note from Flanagan to remind you all about
the match. I had no way to send out the reminder
where I was at. We do our damnedest to see that
you all are informed of all the doin’s at the range but
this one fell through the cracks. I will try in the future
to see that this doesn’t happen again!!
One of the reasons I couldn’t send out the note in the afore
mentioned paragraph was we were down in Arizona shooting the
Desert International Black Powder Long Range Championships – Iron
man division. Tumbleweed Ed and Ogallala Kid told 49er Preacher
and me about it after they shot it 2 years ago so we made the long
trip and shot it for the first time last year. New this year was Wylie Fox
who joined us for the first part of the match until he and Star had to
head home. We shot for 9 days in a row. A little explanation is in
order because of the way you shoot. You are in a squad of groups of
four two people shooting and spotting and the other half in the “pits”
pulling targets and marking them. Then we swap with the guys in the
“pits” who are pulling targets and marking them for you. We swap
back and forth for the entire match. First day was 22’s at 200 yards
and that was 3 relays that took ALL day! Each relay had smaller
targets!!
We were on a squad with a local youngster, Colton Wilkes, that day
and he shot pretty well!! 49er Preacher shot very well and I didn’t do
too bad either. The second and third days were spent at mid range at
500 and 600 yards and that’s where it got interesting. Preacher and I
were on a squad with the only two muzzleloaders at the match. I went
up to the match director and told him we would have to pay extra
attention for the muzzleloaders.

He looked down to his clip board and back up to me and said “ well
the two guys opposite of you are on the international muzzle loading
team and they need these scores to move forward in their
competition” No pressure on us there!!! They turned out to be very
unassuming guys and were a pleasure to shoot with!! Next we had a
day of practice that started at 1000 yards. After 1000 they moved to
900 yards. Jeff and I shot first so we went to the pits for the second
relay and stayed until the 900 yard shooters had their sight setting.
We were told we could leave after that and that worked out well
because we were having a group over for dinner that included Drifter
John and Rowdy Robin that night to celebrate my birthday. For the
rest of the match we were on a squad with the same two guys and
they were a blast; John Venhous and Dave Gullo, the owner of
Buffalo Arms, and they were as good of a team that we could of
hoped for. We found that Preachers 40/70 fouled out REAL bad in the
abusive AZ heat and things went from bad to worse. By the time we
had it figured out we were shooting at 900 yards and his scores
improved dramatically. We shot at 800 yards one day then 900 yards
the next. The following day it was cold, windy and spitting rain so the
match for that day was canceled. We were at it again the next
morning shooting out to 1000 yards. We had a ball and did OK with
both teams having 2 relays. One hour to fire sighters and 10 shots for
score for two shooters Then it was off to the pits for the other half to
shoot and as one of our favorite people would say “rinse, lather and
repeat” or back to the firing line for the second half of the match. The
last day things got real. It was the same basic format at 1000 yards
except after you hit paper you received no help from your spotter who
became your scorer for this last day and the guys in the pits would
mark hits and misses but couldn’t tell you where you missed!!! Some
of the scores were pretty high on this day (not mine!!) and it was truly
a blast to do!! All in all it was a GREAT match that I’m planning on
returning to next year!

We tried to have a long-range match on Saturday before the April
Roop cowboy match but the weather was not cooperating and we
called it because of the bitterly cold wind blowing out of the north. We
ended up at the Black Bear for breakfast and to warm up!! We’ll try
again next month.
We had 20 people show up for the match on Sunday. It was 15
degrees colder but the wind wasn’t blowing so it felt quite pleasant!!
Pasco had 6 fun stages set up on 2 bays and they were big bore
optional as well. It was a pleasure watching the champion for the day
shoot with great speed and skill. Actually there were a number of
really good shooters that day but Never Miss Mitch edged them out
and he had a miss and a “P”!!!
For the May HPD weekend April 30th and May 1st (May
Day) Georgia Blue and I are planning on having our annual Cinco de
Mayo celebration. Hopefully I’ll be bringing out my trailer on Friday
and help set up Wild Bunch then having Fernley potluck that evening.
Saturday we’ll start the day with a 4-stage wild bunch match followed
by a Mexican fiesta under the pavilion that evening. Sunday we will
have 6 fun stages with the emphasis on our beloved shotgun. So plan
on joining us for a weekend of fun on the range!!
Stay warm (it was snowing as I wrote this!!) and we’ll see you
on the range,
Jasper

We had a great match on the 3rd of April. The weather was ideal and
we had 18 shooters. We took a vote and the very large majority
voted to use two posses with 9 shooters each. That was a stretch of
limited personnel. Reminded me of the Army. No time for socializing;
just shoot and work. However, we were finished before noon and
everyone left for home by 12:15. Fanner Fifty won the match and
was one of five clean shooters. Overall, it was a fun event. Look
forward to seeing you all at the HPD match on 1 May. What is
special about 1 May? We'll discuss that at the shooters meeting.
Georgia Blue

RO Renewal Class
Wylie Fox will be teaching the RO renewal Class for club members
who are existing RO certified.
The class will be Saturday May 14, 2022 starting at 9:00 am. The
class should go until approximately 3:00 pm.
BBR will be paying the renewal fees.
Lunch will be provided along with water.
Location is being determined. We will send out several E mails once
we finalize that. And we’ll announce it at the shooters meetings.
Please RSVP to Wylie at ed89509@gmail.com or
jeich455@charter.net

Branchwater Jack SASS rules Videos
The link send you to You Tube. He’s made over 700 videos
explaining the rules, shooting tips, and what if videos.
Great well made videos.
https://www.youtube.com/user/BranchwaterJack

Wild Bunch

Howdy all, going forward “God willing, and the creek don’t rise overly
much” the Battle Born Rangers will be hosting monthly WB (Wild
Bunch) matches on the Saturday before the monthly HPD match.
This translates into 30 April 2022 being the next scheduled WB
match. We will begin setting steel at 0800 followed by a short
shooter’s meeting at 0900ish. Shooter’s fees are $15.
The upcoming WB match will be 4 stages, two stages on the big bay
featuring the Plate rack and the Texas Star and two fast stages at the
Bordello with a total round count of 98 pistol, 40 rifle and 20+
shotgun.
My contact info is:
Cell: 910-670-3705 (if possible, text is preferred)
E-mail: haleyanthony@hotmail.com

